
Nongkan Irrigation Scheme (NGKNIS),
Pathumphone District, Champasak Province
The Nongkan project is downbasin of the
two weirs across Houay Tomo built during
the original Thongpa project in the 1980s,
which is partly still in operation. Nongkan
weir, which itself dates from that period,
remains in good condition, and is the site of
a small fishery for wet season migratory
species. 

Nongkan’s two main sub-commands
presently irrigate ricefields around Ban
Tomo Tha probably under cultivation for the
past millennium, and would also provide
water to areas quite newly cleared from pri-
mary forest. Water users there notably
include several commercial fishponds. 
Not far past the foot of the secondary canal
serving the older command is the site of the
ruined 9th Century Khmer temple at Oup
Mong, an archaeological resource of the
highest order. Aerial photos show several
rectangular embanked ponds, within and
around the command, called loum on the
Lao 1:100,000 maps and likely Khmer baray
in their origin.

Houay Namxai Irrigation Scheme (HNXIS),
Pathumphone District, Champasak Province

Following the collapse of the main canal
embankent not long after commissioning the
original development, the command has
since then not received adequate water from
above the weir, which remains in place.
The uppermost catchment of Houay Namxai
lies within the most recent (IUCN 2000) rec-
ommended reduced
boundaries of Dong
Hua Sao National
Biodiversity
Conservation Area,
but comprises only
a small fraction of
its overall area, and a much smaller portion
of the as-yet-undeclared “core zone”. Existing
management is well beneath agreed world
standards for National Parks.
Recent research in Champasak and Attapeu
suggests that harvesting small-scale natural
aquatic resources may actually figure large in
the nutritional and financial strategies of
most rural households. 
Considerable areas within the command have
not yet been put under cultivation, including
seasonally inundated scrub forest and savan-
nah which may still be a local source of wild
animal protein.

Thongvay Weir Irrigation Scheme (TGVIS),
Paksong District, Champasak Province

Because of unusually poor soil conditions
for raised unlined canals, the original proj-
ect was unsuccessful from the outset. The
Xe Katam’s hydrology locally below the
project is subject to moderate or greater
alteration by the irrigation scheme, once
waters from upbasin were actually abstract-
ed and consumed, which
has not been the case
here, so far. 
Much larger hydrological
and ecological effects
may also soon arise if the
semi-abandoned Xe
Pian/Xe Nam Noi power
project goes forward. 
Parts of the upper basin
of the Xe Katam have long been an estab-
lished resettlement area for uplands com-
munities requiring more services and also
for people relocated from hydroelectric foot-
prints. Coffee is widely grown here as a
cash crop but good paddy fields are scarce.
Homesteads throughout the outlying Ban
Thongvai villages vary widely in their
states of occupancy and maintenance. 
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Development planning visualization and failure correction through publishing samizdat (cамиздат!) CD-ROMs
Beginning in 1998, the World Bank Group’s (WBG) International 
Development Association (IDA) initiated a project in the Lao 
PDR to finance through concessionary loans the rehabilitation of 
23 previously-implemented small irrigation projects in several 
provinces of southern Lao that were regarded as having “failed”. 

In visiting and extensively imaging all 20+ rehab sites, we real-
ized that some of the Safeguard mechanisms were counterpro-
ductive or un-implementable, and also that in most cases, the 
real causes of the previous project failures there were widely 
understood at the local level: inside and outside of government. 
Yet there was no politically acceptable mechanism for disseminat-
ing this low-level knowledge base throughout the GoL apparat. 
(I viewed its informal publication and distribution using formats 
such as we were then devising as constructively-critical samizdat!)

We presented all these concerns —as well as in a vastly shortened 
version, the requisite conventional text with all the procedural 
boxes properly ticked— in the unheard-of medium of visualized, 
highly-interactive PDF CD-ROMs. Included were video clips of 
Lao speaking critically of previous failed small irrigation projects 
and the unclear guarantees that the same errors would assuredly 
not be repeated, while this time going into debt:

The response of the WBG’s Laos desk officer in Washington was 
unreceptive, and to our knowledge, the WBG chose not to address 
the enumerated downsides. There was never a robust performance 
review of whether the identified causes of failures of the first 
iteration “National” projects were rectified in the second iteration 
rehabs financed under the IDA-3059-LA loans.

This online publication demonstrates two distinct models of the 
conceptual framework for an unprecedented eBook approach to 
documenting and evaluating international development assistance. 
The first uses primarily texts and high-rez digitized maps and aerial 
imagery (which were nearly unobtainable in the pre-Google Earth 
era), with hot-linked icons opening short video clips of previous 
infrastructure failures, and also brief interviews with knowledge-
able critics inside and outside the GoL. Usually, these were in 
Lao; and should have been, but never were, subtitled into English. 
The second used the interactive poster format which we had earlier 
developed. Maps and videos are fully utilized as well, but are called 
up somewhat differently.

While our ToR required addressing all 23 of the proposed sub-
projects under WBG loan, which indeed we did, this e-Book 
incorporates fully only eight of those in the original versions 
presented to the Bank and to the GoL Lead Agency.

Also linked here is the preliminary Environmental Action and 
Management Plan (EAMP) for a ninth: the Thathot Irrigation 
scheme. Thathot was cancelled literally days before its contract

Environmental Assessment and Management Plan (EAMP)

Thathot Irrigation Scheme [Draft dated 31 Dec 2004]

Project location and description

The Thathot Irrigation Scheme is the rehabilitation of a previous [commissioned in 1988]

small gravity irrigation scheme to provide c. 500 ha of irrigated wet-season paddy, and up

to 280 ha of irrigated dry-season crops.  The objective is to alleviate rural poverty through

agricultural systems improved by means of cropping intensification, paddy production

beyond subsistence requirements, and adoption of higher-value market horticulture.

Capacity would be also strengthened in meeting equity and recompense standards, in

water user groups and extension services, and in broader natural resources management.

The subproject is located in the Gnommalat district of Khammouane province. An existing

weir at N 17º 37.6’, E 105º 08.7’ provides water from Nam Nhom, a third-order Mekong

tributary (via Nam Katang and Xe Bangfai). The Nam Nhom catchment of <20 km2 above

the project is modest in area relative to the apparent dry season discharge (Q), indicating

additional “karstian” (i.e., hydrogeologically characteristic of limestone regions)

groundwater sources. Other Xe Bangfai tributaries are likewise augmented. According to

the proponent consortium Nam Theun Power Company (NTPC, 2004), the entire Xe

Bangfai watershed (>1,000 km2) delivers only 20 or 30 cumecs (= m3/second) to the

Mekong during the driest three months. Probably no more than another 10 cumecs would

then have already been consumed by existing dry-season irrigation projects, not including

Thathot.

was to be signed when it became clear —given the transiting 
of convoys of heavy equipment bound for the start-up of the 
Nam Theun 2 (NT2) hydropower project (as even now) being 
championed by the WBG, and nominally then still moving through 
the social and environmental evaluation process— that the 
Thathot subproject’s finalized design was technically incompatible 
with NT2. The latter project was well more than three orders of 
magnitude larger: in terms of investment of both political 
and economic capital. 

(See  http://www.deadinthewaterbook.org for the most recent 
independent critique of the WBG’s committment to NT2 as “a 
new, wiser model of dam development that would alleviate 
poverty, protect the environment, engage locally affected people 
in a transparent fashion, and stimulate political transformation”.)

Inasmuch as one of the sub-projects under IDA 3059-LA, Nongkan in 
Pathumphone District Champasak, would likely impact a 
completely unprotected pre-Angkorian archaeological site, we 
appended the full content here of a very early eBook we produced 
on Houay Tomo (in French, mostly).
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“Texts and digitized maps” original eBook design model (below)

“Interactive poster format” eBook design model (below)

Site de Huei Thamo non loin du site de Vat Phu, Champasak, Laos
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